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Progress:

Drs. Robert Anderson (KY) and Joey Norikane (KY) have initiated a study examining thermal control strategies for double poly greenhouses. The goal is to develop natural ventilation methods that would allow existing greenhouse facilities that were used in tobacco seedling production to be used in the cultivation of other plants. As tobacco production in Kentucky declines, the greenhouses used for tobacco seedling production will be available for the production of alternative crops. New strategies for environmental control will have to be developed for the new crops. The Haygrove high tunnels have been purchased and installation is anticipated later this spring.

Drs. Joey Norikane (KY) and Robert Anderson (KY) continue to evaluate a hypoxic fumigation treatment for infested greenhouse plants. Current testing examines the effect of the treatment on whole plants. Prior findings established the effectiveness of low-oxygen conditions (O₂ < 1%) against several greenhouse pests. Testing has shown that high purity nitrogen fumigation treatment for 24-hours was detrimental to the plants. The current status is the system has been updated for 0 and 1% O₂ levels to be tested. Initial testing with the new system will examine the response of plants to the two levels of oxygen.

Drs. Robert Anderson (KY) and Joey Norikane (KY) are conducting a demonstration and feasibility study with Agri-Grow Technologies, Inc. (Mill Spring, NC) to grow strawberries in a controlled environment. Their concept was to use a vertical cropping system with a light distribution tube to deliver uniform radiation to the plants. Agri-Grow imported microwave powered sulfur lamps from the LG Corporation (Seoul, South Korea). The lamps went out of production in the US in the late 1990’s, but the technology has been picked up in Korea. Testing of this lamps for plant lighting in growth chambers continues.

Impact:

The low-oxygen fumigation treatment system has commercial potential to be an environmentally friendly method to control greenhouse pests. Greenhouse production has become more and more specialized, where growers import/export product to other growers before delivery to the market. The plant tissue sent between growers is a vector for infestations at the different production facilities. The low-oxygen treatment could be used as an import/export control for biosecurity among greenhouse growers, nursery production facilities, and commercial markets.

Tobacco production in the state of Kentucky is declining, so the development of alternative crops has become a priority. Growers need to take advantage of existing production facilities, like the greenhouses used for tobacco seedling production. The environmental controls of the greenhouses are set-up for tobacco, but new control
strategies will be needed as alternative crops go into production. This will allow the environment of existing structures to be optimized to produce a higher quality product.

The microwave powered sulfur lamps could be a more efficient lighting source with longer life than conventional lighting fixtures. The spectral output from these lamps is broad spectrum light similar to sunlight.
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